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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2017186261A1] The invention relates to a round template receiver ring (1) comprising a bearing connection ring (2) that can connect to a
template pivot bearing (71) for pivotal bearing, and a receiver securing means (30) that is designed for detachable rotationally fixed connection to a
template end-ring edge (611) of a template end ring (61) attached to a cylinder template (6). The round template receiver ring (1) has two concentric
ring bodies that are rotationally joined to one another and axially offset. The one ring body forms the receiver securing means (30) in the form of
an openable securing ring (3), which forms a ring receiver that is open via a through opening (33) in the opening state for freely introducing and
removing the template end-ring edge (611), and which forms a ring receiver closing the through opening (33) in the closing state, with a securing
ring seat (35) formed over the entire ring circumference, which binds the template end-ring edge (611) for rotationally fixed securing. The other ring
body forms a bearing connection ring (2) that can be connected to a template pivot bearing (71). The securing ring (3) has a ring base segment
(31) and at least one closure segment (32) which can move relative to the ring base segment (31), and which forms an opening and closing part for
creating the open and the closed ring receiver. A rotational application device (5) comprises at least one cylinder template (6) with associated pivot
bearing device (7). At least one template end ring (61) of the cylinder template (6) is connected to the template pivot bearing (71) of the pivot bearing
device (7) by means of the round template receiver ring (1).
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